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Per the suggestion of regulatory agencies, there is an 
increased focus on the merits of adapting a risk-based 
monitoring (RBM) approach. Effective RBM reduces costs, 
improves data quality and enhances oversight, but most 
of the existing RBM solutions in the marketplace have 
significant shortcomings, in part because they make it 
difficult to get a holistic view of data. They are not built 
to accommodate the complexities and myriad data sets 
of today’s clinical trials. To move beyond the functional 
focus on monitoring to a complete approach for risk-
based management across a trial requires that critical 
data sources be integrated, in near real time.

RBM platforms could drive even more advantages 
by utilising technology to facilitate data integration, 
and in turn, a holistic approach to RBM. Let’s examine 
the benefits of RBM, the shortcomings of existing RBM 
solutions, and how a new approach to data integration 
and analysis that leverages the latest in technology 
developments can improve RBM to drive more benefits 
and move RBM from monitoring to management.

Why RBM Matters
The introduction of the ICH E6 (r2) addendum to Good 
Clinical Practice means that for most biopharmaceutical 
companies and CROs, taking a risk-based approach is no 
longer an option but a necessity. With an RBM approach, 
sponsors attempt to proactively identify risks and use 
resources more strategically to ensure patient safety 
and data integrity. The objective of the addendum is to 
encourage biopharmaceutical companies and CROs to 
adapt a more efficient approach to risk-based monitoring, 
one that combines centralised and on-site tactics. 

Research shows that when risk-based monitoring 
includes a “centralised, near real-time overview of the 
data with well entrenched risk detection and mitigation 
strategies, the result is one of the industry’s most 
effective tools for managing a clinical trial proactively.” 
Benefits include an earlier identification of potential 
risks, which in turn can help protect patients and allow 
sponsors to use resources more wisely; more reliable 
study data; better communication between sites; and, 
potentially, lower site monitoring costs, which is one of 
the leading expenditures contributing to the increasing 
costs of clinical trials.   

Technology can improve the effectiveness of both 
centralised and on-site monitoring. The FDA’s Guidance 
for the Industry on a Risk-Based Approach to Monitoring 
states that “increasing use of electronic systems and 
records and improvements in statistical assessments, 
present opportunities for alternative monitoring 
approaches (e.g., centralised monitoring) that can 
improve the quality and efficiency of sponsor oversight 

of clinical investigations.” 

The FDA encourages sponsors to take advantage of 
these “innovations in modern clinical trials.” Although 
as an industry, we have indubitably made strides in our 
leveraging of technology, one of the biggest factors 
holding us back—in our effective use of RBM, as well as in 
other areas of clinical trial processes—is data integration.

Data Integration’s Role in Effective RBM
Clinical Data Today

Although many vendors market RBM solutions, many of 
these offerings have prodigious shortcomings that take 
away from the user’s ability to capitalise on the potential 
of RBM. When selecting an RBM solution, sponsors should 
consider how the solution can help with risk identification, 
risk monitoring and issue management. They should 
also, from the start, consider the tool’s approach to data 
integration and its ability to enable the needed reporting 
and analytics. 

At the earliest stage of the draft guidance from the 
FDA and EMA on RBM, they identified that the siloed 
approach of various clinical research activities, as well as 
the siloed nature of the supporting platforms, was often 
a key issue. The availability of an organisation’s data is 
often reflective of its siloed structure. For effective RBM, 
you need access to all the necessary data sets and the 
ability to integrate them. Data collection issues not only 
affect RBM, but also other aspects of trials. 

Data integration brings to life risks that are not 
apparent when you examine the data from one source 
alone, i.e. eCRF and audit trail, drug safety database, etc. 
More data means more knowledge, and that helps site 
sponsors make more informed and effective decisions. 

Bridging the Clinical Data Structure Gap to Empower 
Holistic Risk Management
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The Current RBM Marketplace  
Some RBM solutions in today’s marketplace are simple 
analytic or reporting tools, or limited solutions built on 
predefined data models with loosely coupled analytics. 
Many of the solutions are not built for scale and cannot 
grow easily as an organisation’s needs expand and 
change. We can categorise the majority of existing RBM 
solutions into one of the following categories:

1. Business Intelligence and Visualisation Platforms 
These tools are commonly referred to as analytic tools. 
They are built to provide interactive data analysis. Data 
visualisation is a key component of effective RBM, but it 
is not the only component. These tools simply visualise 
existing data, but they do not aggregate data in real 
time and cannot perform interactive data discovery, 
data aggregation or RBM functionality. Plus, they require 
hard-coded or manual connections to data sources or 
data warehouses.  
2. CROs/Service Providers
CROs often build custom RBM solutions for trials that 
they are running on behalf of sponsors. They are built 
around proprietary data warehouses. CROs typically offer 
sponsors the ability to sign up for services that allow 
them to view the clinical data, but that is the extent of 
their visibility, and they are unable to merge additional 
data with the data from the CRO.  

Other service providers, such as consulting firms, offer 
data tools, but these companies usually do not have 
software development expertise and/or deep domain 
knowledge of clinical research processes. The solutions 
lack RBM functionality, data and system agnostic 
technology, and do not integrate with other functions, 
like medical review and payment solutions. 

3. Platform Vendors
A growing number of clinical informatics vendors that 
sell their own products (i.e. EDC, IWRS, CTMS, etc.) are 
offering solutions for RBM. These, too, are limited in 
functionality and lack data aggregation technology. They 
are also tethered to the vendor’s proprietary software. 
Although some vendors have developed payment systems 
which integrate with the RBM platform, users are then 
limited to the vendor’s payment system and cannot opt 
for other systems.

-eClinical Reporting Solutions
There are a variety of eClinical solutions on the market, 
which may integrate some data sources into a SaaS-
based clinical data aggregation platform, but they are 
dependent on connectors or offer a “unified” but not 
integrated solution. The analytics functions are also 
tied to the data aggregation layer, so users cannot use 
a different analytic engine and often struggle to bring in 
data from external sources, particularly EDC and CTMS. 
These tools have been modified for use in RBM, but in 
general, they were not purpose-built for this use-case. 

-Statistical-based 
With these solutions, data is manually mapped into 
a stats system and then run against models to make 
inferences. They do not make it simple to integrate data, 
perform operational RBM functions or integrate with 
medical review and site payments.   

The Clinical Data Lake Differentiator
To manage the holistic risk associated with a clinical 
study, it is critical to have timely and quality connected 
data from the various sources collecting data for clinical 
research. Connected data allows users to identify the 
correlated risk signals earlier on in a clinical study 
process. A data integration solution that uses a big data 
lake, a newer approach to data storage, would facilitate 
connected data and make a tremendous difference for 
its users.    

The most common approach to clinical data 
aggregation today is the data warehouse. The approach 
of choice for big data companies like Facebook and 
Google is the data lake, which allows you to input massive 
amounts of data into the system, as is. In most clinical 
data solutions, data is extracted from a source, 
transformed and then loaded (ETL) into a common 
structure that can only accommodate a certain level of 
variability. Data lakes invert the process and instead use 
ELT, which means an RBM platform built on a data lake 
extracts data, loads it and then transforms it. It does not 
matter where the data is coming from or how it is 
structured. As long as it is related to clinical research, 
users can load it into the data lake-based system. Then, 
end users can transform the data on a near real-time 
basis for analysis and signal/risk/issue detection. 

The data lake architecture is better suited for the 
myriad sources of data coming from the many platforms 
and vendors companies and CROs are using. Additionally, 
because a data lake does not require predefined set 
models, extensibility is simpler. The solution can 
accommodate the changing clinical data structures over 
the course of a clinical development programme with 
changing vendors and source systems.

Requirements for a More Effective RBM Platform 
Advancements in technology and RBM approaches 
represent an opportunity for “a more holistic and proactive 
approach through Off-site and Central Monitoring,” 
according to TransCelerate BioPharma Inc. Its position 
paper explains how technology advancements can 

 

DATA LAKE                                                                              VS.         DATA WAREHOUSE 

Stores data in a flat architecture.                              Stores data in a hierarchical structure of files and 
folders. 

Data schemas are not defined until after data is 
queried. 

Schemas need to be defined before the data is 
inputted. 

Eliminates silos and makes it possible to gain a 
holistic view of data. 

Because data is aggregated, some viewability can 
be lost. 

Store and retains all data. If data doesn’t answer the pre-determined 
questions, it will not be stored.  

Supports all types of data, structured and 
unstructured (EDC, CTMS, IRT, lab, PK, 
biomarker, line listings, etc.). 

May not store all data types. 

Flexible and easy to change. Rigid and time-consuming to change. 
Used by data science experts like Facebook and 
Google. 

Used by the majority of clinical data solution 
providers.  

 

Requirements for a More Effective RBM Platform  

Advancements in technology and RBM approaches represent an opportunity for “a more holistic and 
proactive approach through Off-site and Central Monitoring,” according to TransCelerate BioPharma 
Inc. Its position paper explains how technology advancements can facilitate efficiencies without 
impacting subject safety – in fact, it can help site sponsors monitor safety even more effectively. To 
do so requires two technology pillars:  

1. The integration of disparate data sources and formats to enable efficient remote monitoring.  
2. The development of relevant analytic to enable the identification of outliers and trends in 

large data sets. 
 

Because RBM draws on such a vast array of data sources, it also requires technology solutions that 
are flexible enough to load data from any application, contract, financial, LAB, EDC, IRT, CTMS, 
database, line listing, file or report. The system should also be able to learn from previous mappings 
and capable of mapping data into formats such as CDISC SDTM (study data tabulation model) and 
ODM (operational data model), as needed.  

A relational database solution in which a schema must be defined upfront will not work, as data is 
added and changing too frequently (i.e. additional EDC systems is added, a CTMS system is replaced, 
etc.) A document-oriented database allows clinical development teams to analyse clinical, 
operational or other data of interest. It can continuously and automatically bring data together from 
all of the disparate systems used in a clinical trial, allowing ongoing trial oversight through risk 
assessment. With complete data integration, RBM solutions can also enable integrated workflow 
processes, budgeting, contracting, clinical data review and payments.  

Data lakes can facilitate systems for the holistic risk-based monitoring needed to proactively identify 
and prevent inadequate site behaviours and processes as early as possible, and power solutions that 
will prove superior to reactive RBM approaches that only focus on reducing the amount of source 
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facilitate efficiencies without impacting subject safety – 
in fact, it can help site sponsors monitor safety even more 
effectively. To do so requires two technology pillars: 

1. The integration of disparate data sources and formats 
to enable efficient remote monitoring. 

2. The development of relevant analytic to enable the 
identification of outliers and trends in large data 
sets.

Because RBM draws on such a vast array of data 
sources, it also requires technology solutions that are 
flexible enough to load data from any application, 
contract, financial, LAB, EDC, IRT, CTMS, database, line 
listing, file or report. The system should also be able to 
learn from previous mappings and capable of mapping 
data into formats such as CDISC SDTM (study data 
tabulation model) and ODM (operational data model), as 
needed. 

A relational database solution in which a schema must 
be defined upfront will not work, as data is added and 
changing too frequently (i.e. additional EDC systems is 
added, a CTMS system is replaced, etc.) A document-
oriented database allows clinical development teams to 
analyse clinical, operational or other data of interest. It 

can continuously and automatically bring data together 
from all of the disparate systems used in a clinical trial, 
allowing ongoing trial oversight through risk assessment. 
With complete data integration, RBM solutions can 
also enable integrated workflow processes, budgeting, 
contracting, clinical data review and payments. 

Data lakes can facilitate systems for the holistic risk-
based monitoring needed to proactively identify and 
prevent inadequate site behaviours and processes as early 
as possible, and power solutions that will prove superior 
to reactive RBM approaches that only focus on reducing 
the amount of source document verification (SDV) and 
visits to sites where there may be a problem. The new 
breed of RBM solutions should allow users to categorise 
risks, determine what type of monitoring is needed, and 
help inform the development of an integrated quality 
risk management plan (IQRMP). Users could also develop 
study-specific key risk indicators (KRIs), with thresholds 
designed to trigger action. 

The Importance of In-stream Review of Data 
Clinical trial risks are incredibly time-sensitive. In-stream 
review of clinical data is imperative to identifying risks 
early in the clinical development process. Site sponsor 
must be able to review risks and take mitigation actions 
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quickly. There are clinical data review solutions on the 
market today that allow for medical review of adverse 
events via reviewing graphical patient profiles and other 
medical data, but with a data lake approach, users can 
glean meaning even faster. They have the ability to 
gain insight into the clinical data being analysed (i.e. 
cleanliness, verified, not verified, etc.) before the clinical 
data analysis is even performed. It is embedded right 
into the RBM workflow. In today’s clinical data review 
solutions, medical reviewers have no visibility into the 
state of the data—they don’t know if the data they are 
looking at is clean or dirty.

Because a data lake-based platform does not require a 
hardcoded connection, it can also allow users to connect 
with and analyse data from any EDC systems, SAS file, lab 
data, etc. Along with data review and RBM components, 
a data lake approach also makes it possible to connect 
with a payment module, and even to set up automatic 
site payment based on triggers, such as the data being 
cleaned. This not only benefits medical reviewers but 
also helps the sites and investigators, who will appreciate 
being paid on time and incentivised to perform well.

The payment cycle for services provided by sites/
investigators is often more than three months and is 
a highly manual payment process. By integrating site 
contracts and payment management functionality, it 
becomes easier to pay sites and investigators promptly, 
which will in turn encourage improved site performance, 
and could also enhance improvements in site recruitment 

and retention, further saving time and money along the 
clinical trial process. 

Conclusion 
With a combination of centralised and on-site monitoring, 
biopharmaceutical companies and CROs can proactively 
identify and prevent inadequate site behaviours and 
processes. To do so most effectively, they need a holistic 
approach to data—an ability to see all the information 
available to them, in near real time. The technology 
needed to facilitate this is on the market today, and 
already being used by leading companies around the 
world. A clinical data lake can power a fully-integrated 
and source system agnostic RBM solution. This solution 
can integrate data from clinical, operational and other 
data sources that previously existed in silos, facilitating 
a holistic approach to RBM. This will make it simpler to 
integrate analytics, medical review and site payments, 
further increasing the benefits of RBM by driving 
efficiency and cost-savings.
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